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Cleveland Heights, OH, November 10, 2011. Femspec is pleased to announce that our newest issue (11.2) is now
available to order. This journal covers a range of subject matter such as scholarly articles, artwork, and fiction.
This special issue is almost entirely devoted to noted French Canadian SF writer Élisabeth Vonarburg. In addition to
the scholarly articles (one which has been written in both English and French), this issue contains her response to the
articles and an interview with Vonarburg – both the interview and the response are written in French and English.
Also in this issue is a special “In Memoriam” section featuring reflections on the late writers Joanna Russ and Paula
Gunn Allen as well as a personal reminiscence about Surrealist painter Leonora Carrington. Finally, the “Reviews”
section includes a variety of media including scholarly books, fiction, and films.
Femspec is a peer-reviewed journal interested in developing a community of like-minded people engaged in
speculating, theorizing, creating, and questioning gender across boundaries. We emphasize interdisciplinary
approaches and encourage work on teaching as well as literary, cultural criticism, and creative material. We are
interested in a variety of feminisms and aim to be inclusive of ethnic and cultural diversity in an internationalist
perspective. We are committed to publishing experimental feminist prose and poetic works which experiment across
media. Our impetus came from the collectively perceived lack of attention to science fiction (SF), fantasy, magical
realism, and supernatural works in feminist journals and audiences; the lack of consistently evolving developed levels
of feminism in SF criticism; and the inadequacy of magical realism publishing outlets in the United States.
11.2 Contributors/Authors: Amy J. Ransom, Miléna Santoro, Anna L. Bedford, Sharon Taylor, Élisabeth
Vonarburg, Marijo Moore, Gloria F. Orenstein, Jennifer Swift-Kramer, Jonathan Alexander, Sharon de Graw, Ardys
Delu, Marie Hendry, Lisa Ilan, Phillipa Kafka, Darko Suvin, Maria I. Velazquez, Batya Weinbaum
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